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Gentili Partecipanti, 
desideriamo darvi alcuni aggiornamenti sullo stato degli esercizi UK NEQAS LI, stante la 
persistenza della pandemia da SARS CoV2 ed essendo in atto gli effetti della Brexit. 

PANDEMIA SARS CoV2 
Malgrado gli obblighi relativi all'alternanza di lavoro da remoto, lo staff di UK NEQAS è riuscito a 
mantenere pressoché invariata la sua efficienza e capacità tecnica. È stato possibile soddisfare il 
numero programmato di esercizi per i programmi accreditati ISO 17043. Tuttavia, a causa della 
ridotta disponibilità di pazienti donatori, gli schemi 'Minimal Residual Disease for Plasma Cell 
Myeloma by Flow Cytometry' e 'Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) Immunophenotyping' sono stati ridotti 
e sono in programma esercizi elettronici sostitutivi. 
A seguito della recente pubblicazione delle nuove linee guida per l'analisi citometrica del Liquor 
(allegate alla presente), abbiamo inoltre deciso di rinnovare questo schema, adeguandone le 
caratteristiche ai nuovi standard in vista dei prossimi invii. 

Immaginando le difficoltà che i laboratori potevano incontrare a seguito della pandemia, UK 
NEQAS LI ha allentato la rigidità delle closing date degli esercizi e reso possibile il prolungamento 
su richiesta delle deadline per l'invio dei risultati. Abbiamo tuttavia notato con piacere che solo 
alcuni laboratori hanno usufruito di questa opzione, che pochi hanno dovuto chiudere le attività 
diagnostiche di routine a seguito della pandemia e che il ritmo di invio dei risultati è rapidamente 
tornato ai livelli pre-epidemia. Resta tuttavia ancora aperta la possibilità di richiedere 
individualmente l'estensione della deadline per l'invio dei risultati accedendo al link:  
http://www.ukneqasli.co.uk/contact-us/request-late-results-extension/. 

BREXIT 
Temevamo inconvenienti legati alle modifiche delle regole doganali in conseguenza della Brexit. 
Grazie ad una stretta collaborazione con i nostri partner europei e con i corrieri, l'impatto sulla 
regolarità degli esercizi e dei recapiti agli utilizzatori è risultato pressoché nullo. Abbiamo avuto 
riscontri di qualche temporanea difficoltà di recapito solo in un ristretto numero di territori, e 
fortunatamente non in Italia. 
È quindi fortunatamente stato scongiurato lo scenario più sfavorevole, con il pieno mantenimento 
della regolarità degli esercizi programmati.  

Vi ringraziamo per il continuo aiuto e supporto in questo difficile periodo, augurandovi buon 
lavoro. 
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Abstract

Central nervous system (CNS) involvement is a serious but often underdiagnosed

complication of hematological malignancies. Currently, the gold standard to detect

CNS involvement is conventional cytology (CC) whose sensitivity though is lower

than 50%. Multiparametric flow cytometry (MFC) demonstrated a superior sensitivity

over CC, particularly when low levels of CNS infiltrating cells are present. Although

prospective studies are few, a positive finding by MFC appears to anticipate an

adverse outcome even if CC shows no infiltration. However, the use of MFC to diag-

nose CNS involvement presents some pitfalls, due to the typical hypocellularity of

cerebrospinal fluids (CSF), and low cell vitality. Furthermore, the threshold to be used

for defining the MFC positivity is not universally defined. In this paper, a working

group of the European Society for Clinical Cell Analysis—ESCCA—and the Italian

Society for Clinical Cell Analysis—ISCCA—will discuss the critical aspects of CSF

processing, highlighting difficulties in storage and processing of samples, interpreta-

tion and reporting of data.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

1.1 | Incidence of CNS involvement in
hematological malignancies

Central nervous system (CNS) involvement is a serious complication

of several hematological malignancies (HM), mostly of aggressive lym-

phoproliferative disorders. The incidence varies according to the dif-

ferent histotypes, being more frequent in aggressive lymphomas

(e.g., Burkitt lymphoma [BL] and lymphoblastic lymphoma [LL]), and

less frequently affecting diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL),

mantle-cell lymphoma, T-cell lymphomas and follicular non Hodgkin

lymphoma (NHL) (Haioun et al., 2000). As for acute leukemia, CNS

localization is uncommon in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) as

compared with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) (Döhner et al.,

2017). In the latter, CNS may be involved at initial diagnosis or at

relapse. At initial diagnosis, about 5% of adults and children have CNS

involvement (Lenk et al., 2020), while its incidence upon relapse is

quite variable (range 3.5%–15%) (Jeha et al., 2019; Reman et al.,

2008). CNS recurrences can be isolated (Thomas et al., 2004), or asso-

ciated with bone marrow relapses (Gökbuget et al., 2012). Although

CNS involvement represents a dramatic and often fatal complication in

HM, being associated with a median overall survival (OS) of less than

6 months, it often remains under-diagnosed (Ferreri et al., 2015; Glass

et al., 1979). However, a correct and timely diagnosis still represents

a clinical and technical challenge. Besides the clinical evaluation of

neurological signs and symptoms, the most useful tools for the detec-

tion of CNS involvement are CNS neuroradiology and cerebrospinal
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fluid (CSF) examination by conventional cytology (CC). Multiparametric

flow cytometry (MFC) may significantly enhance the power of discrimi-

nation of CSF invasion by malignant cells, and has become the comple-

mentary technique of CC (Chamberlain et al., 2009). Nevertheless,

harmonization of shipment, storing, processing, and reporting procedures

of CSF samples is still warranted. This generates a remarkable heterogene-

ity in interpretation of the results of clinical trials and makes the homoge-

neous management of affected patients a difficult task, in real-life practice.

In this manuscript, we will discuss the critical steps of CSF

processing, highlighting the current issues in storage, and processing of

samples, as well as in data interpretation and reporting. A PubMed sea-

rch for CSF and flow cytometry in leukemia and/or lymphoma produced

a list of 682 publications. These publications were examined to select

according to purposes of our manuscript. The laboratory component of

our group, B. B. and A. G. retrospectively reviewed the experiments,

while the medical component, M. I. D. P., U. J., F. B., critically examined

the clinical results. We summarized our recommendations in Table 1.

The procedures described here were developed by a working

group gathering the European Society for Clinical Cell Analysis—

ESCCA—and Italian Society for Clinical Cell Analysis—ISCCA—and

have been proposed by the latter as a national guideline.

1.2 | Diagnostic tools for the assessment of CNS
involvement

Clinical manifestations of CNS involvement may vary, depending on

the site (brain, cranial nerves, and spinal cord) and the magnitude of

neoplastic infiltration. Some patients can be completely asymptomatic

and CNS involvement is detected only when a routine lumbar punc-

ture is performed. In other patients, neurological signs and symptoms

may be attributable to other causes, like opportunistic infections or

treatment-related side effects. Neuroradiographic methods, including

gadolinium-enhanced brain and spine magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), are able to detect leukemic or lymphomatous CNS involvement

in only 40% to 60% of cases (Chamberlain et al., 2009). This low level

of sensitivity limits the use of MRI as a stand-alone diagnostic tool,

and a normal MRI study does not guarantee that CNS is not com-

promised. Biochemical and morphological analyses of CSF represent

further tools in diagnosing CNS involvement. Abnormalities include

elevated protein and decreased glucose concentration (Chow & Troy,

2014). CSF increased white blood cells (WBC) count (>5/μl), although

suggestive of CNS involvement, is not specific for WBC contamina-

tion can be equally extensive in bacterial and viral meningitides as

well. Besides, some authors observed no significant difference in total

protein, glucose and WBC count in patients with HM with or without

CNS localization (Hedley & Keeney, 2013; Zeiser et al., 2004). CNS

involvement is defined as an unequivocal morphologic evidence of

leukemic/lymphomatous cells in the CSF and/or mononuclear cell

count ≥5/μl by conventional blood counters (Howard et al., 2002;

Mahmoud et al., 1993; Pui & Thiel, 2009). However, the presence of

any number of blast cells in CSF was associated with an increased risk

of CNS relapse. In particular, Bürger et al. (2003) observed that the

condition of a traumatic lumbar puncture, defined as 10 or more

erythrocytes per microliter CSF or macroscopically contaminated CSF,

correlated itself with a bad outcome.

Morphologic examination is performed on cytospin preparation.

These procedures may vary from one laboratory to another but usu-

ally follow standard operating procedures as dictated by the technical

data sheets. Slides are air-dried and stained with May-Grunwald-

Giemsa. The CC is estimated to have a > 95% specificity for CNS

involvement. However, it has a relatively low sensitivity (<50%) and a

high rate of false negativity due to paucity of cells that can be evalu-

ated in a standard sample (Ahluwalia et al., 2012; Baraniskin et al.,

2012). Furthermore, morphological similarities, enhanced by the cen-

trifugation artifacts, can make the discrimination between reactive

and malignant cells difficult. In the largest postmortem analysis of

patients with neoplastic meningitis, Glass et al. (1979) demonstrated

that 41% had leukemic meningitis on autopsy despite a negative pre-

mortem CC testing. They also demonstrated that in patients with focal

leptomeningeal disease the occurrence of cytological false negatives

was >50%, confirming the low level of sensitivity of CC. MFC immu-

nophenotyping is a valuable tool for the diagnosis and staging of HM

involving lymph nodes, blood and bone marrow. Furthermore, thanks

to the availability of ever more modern cytometers clinical MFC

assays have been powered to reliably detect and quantitate “rare
events.” These highly performing devices can pick out phenotypically

abnormal cells representing 0.1% or less of the total events

(i.e., 0.01%–0.001% [10-4–10-5]) (Donnenberg & Donnenberg, 2007;

Hedley & Keeney, 2013). However, MFC analysis of CSF poses sev-

eral technical challenges: the low cell concentration in CSF requires

TABLE 1 ESCCA/ISCCA recommendations for the analysis of
cerebrospinal fluid by multiparametric flow-cytometry in
hematological malignancies

Issue Recommendation

Scarce cell events in

CSF

Acquisition of at least 1000 total events

recommended

Even if a few clustered events with suggestive

phenotype can be considered diagnostic

Time of processing

and transport

The CSF sample should be processed within 60 min

from harvesting or stored in Transfix tubes

Threshold At least 10 phenotypically abnormal events to

consider the sample as positive

Blood

contamination

Simultaneous PB sample required to exclude

blood contamination

Presence of blasts in CSF should be always

reported even if blood contamination is

suspected

Panels 8 or more color panels should be preferred to

characterize all events present in the sample

Interpretation of

MFC findings

To avoid inaccurate reporting, on routine practice,

analysis should be restricted to patient with

known HM or, when diagnosis is not known, to

samples with more than 5 cells/μl

Abbreviations: CSF, cerebral fluid spinal; HM, hematological malignancies;

MFC, flow cytometry; PB, peripheral blood.
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the development of “scarce event” rather than “rare event” analysis

techniques, as will be discussed below.

2 | CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF “OCCULT
CNS DISEASE”

2.1 | Flow cytometry versus conventional cytology

As summarized in Table 2, several studies demonstrated the higher

sensitivity of MFC over CC in detection of CNS disease in ALL or

NHL (Di Noto et al., 2008; Hedley & Keeney, 2013; Quijano et al.,

2009; Zeiser et al., 2004). In a multicenter prospective trial, addressing

the role of CSF MFC analysis in aggressive NHL, the probability to

detect a CSF involvement by MFC was around 10% as compared with

4% of CC (Benevolo et al., 2012). In a series of 246 patients affected

with DLBCL and 80 affected with BL, Wilson et al. (2014) confirmed

the superiority of MFC over CC. Therefore, MFC appears an excellent

candidate, better than CC, to handle specimens such as CSF charac-

terized by a “scarce event” situation (Bento et al., 2018; Craig et al.,

2011; Nückel et al., 2006). This peculiarity was confirmed in pediatric

ALL patients in whom MFC was able to ameliorate significantly the

demonstration of occult CSF involvement (Popov et al., 2019; Swin-

burne et al., 2019). Mitri et al. (2014) applied MFC to 267 CSF sam-

ples obtained from 80 adult ALL patients and demonstrated that MFC

had 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity in lymphoblast detection.

In a series of children and young adult ALL patients, Shalabi

et al. (2020) observed negative CC with positive MFC in 34/352

(9.7%) CSF samples. MFC improves detection of leukemic cells also in

patients affected by AML. In our series of 103 adult AML patients, the

evidence of CNS involvement increased from 11% to 33% using MFC.

An obvious consequence of the large-scale application of high-

sensitivity MFC in CSF study is that the population of patients with

CNS involvement can significantly enlarge due to the identification of

subjects who are CC negative but MFC positive. To describe such a

situation the definition of “occult CNS disease” was coined. In

patients affected with high-risk NHL and BL, discovering occult CNS

disease at diagnosis was associated with a significantly higher risk of

CNS relapse and a worse prognosis (Benevolo et al., 2012; Wilson

et al., 2014). In a small population of 38 adults with ALL or LL, we

observed that MFC was more sensitive than CC in recognizing CSF

localization. The median OS of patients with MFC single positivity

was intermediate between double positive or negative patients (Del

Principe et al., 2014). This finding was confirmed in a recent, large

multicenter report. Using MFC, the evidence of a CNS involvement

increased from 7% to 25% and the presence of occult CNS status

had a significant impact on outcome. Indeed, the relapse rate of

patients with occult CNS disease equalized that of individuals with

manifest CNS disease. Duration of OS and disease free survival (DFS)

of these two categories were significantly shorter than in patients

who were CNS negative either by CC or MFC (Del Principe et al.,

2018; Del Principe et al., 2019 (Online ahead of print)). In line with

our findings, Thastrup et al. (2020), in a multicentric, prospective

study of children with ALL, demonstrated that MFC markedly

TABLE 2 MFC and CC for detection of leukemic cells in CSF of NHL and ALL patients

Study Disease No
No
of MoAb MFC+ CC+

MFC
+ CC+

MFC
+ CC−

MFC
−CC+

Nückel et al., 2006 HM 45 3 12(26%) 12(26%) 12(26%) 3(7%) 3(7%)

Di Noto et al., 2008 NHL 42 6 11(26%) 4(9%) 4(9%) 7(16%) 0

Quijano et al., 2009 NHL 123 6 27(22%) 7(6%) 7(6%) 17(14%) 1(1%)

Benevolo et al., 2012 NHL 174 3–4 18(10%) 7(4%) 7(4%) 11(6%) 0

Martínez-Laperche et al., 2013 ALL 108 6 30(28%)) 3(3%) 3(3%) 27(25%) 0

Wilson et al., 2014 246 DLBCL, 80 BL 326 3–8 55(17%) 16(5%) 13(4%) 42(13%) 3(1%)

Mitri et al., 2014 ALL 80 4 1/66a(1.5%) 1(1,2%) 1 0 0

Ranta et al., 2015 Children ALL 214 4–8 37(17%) 21(9%) 20(9%) 17(7%) 1(0,4%)

Del Principe et al., 2014 Adult ALL/LL 38 6–8 14(24%) 5(13%) 5 9 0

Del Principe et al., 2018 AML 95 6–8 33(34%) 11(11%) 11(10%) 21(22%) 0

Gong et al., 2018 Adult ALL 357 8 41(11%) 15(4.2%) 15(4.2%) 26(7.3%) 0

Popov et al., 2019 Children ALL 155 6 58(37%) 28(18%) 28(18%) 32(20%) 0

Del Principe et al., 2019 (Online

ahead of print)

Adult ALL 240 6–8 61(25%) 18(7%) 18(7%) 43(18%) 0

Thastrup et al., 2020 Children ALL 673 8–9 171(25%) 90(13%) 195

(29%)

n.d. 24(3%)

Shalabi et al., 2020 ALL 352 8 59(6%) 25(6.5%) 34(9.7%) 0

Abbreviations: ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CC, conventional cytology; CSF, cerebral fluid spinal; DLBCL, diffuse

large B-cell lymphoma; LL, lymphoblastic lymphoma; MFC, flow cytometry; MoAb, monoclonal antibody; NHL, non-Hodgkin lymphoma.
aMFC was performed in 66/80 (83%) diagnostic CSF samples.
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increased detection rate of CNS involvement, as compared with

CC. Even in Thastrup's experience, occult CNS disease at diagnosis

was associated with higher risk of relapse. To note, this multicenter

prospective study using an eight-color panel on fixed CSF samples in

the context of a centralized study, may represent an ideal premise to

our harmonization effort. These experiences, confirming that the sta-

tus of occult CNS disease significantly affects clinical outcome, indi-

cate that such a condition should be carefully quested for the

purpose of a more appropriate risk-stratification. In this view, MFC

appears the most suited candidate to accomplish this goal and should

therefore become a routine technique for CNS examination in case

of HM at high risk of CNS involvement. Further studies are

warranted to standardize the procedures and permit an optimal clini-

cal application of this technique.

3 | POINTS OF DISCUSSION

3.1 | Low cellularity

3.1.1 | Absolute cell levels in CSF

Critical analysis

The evaluation of the absolute cell concentration represents the

starting point of any cytologic or MFC analysis of CSF. WBC are not

normal constituents of CSF (Sandhaus, 2015), so that the accepted

reference ranges of cellular content are extremely low (De Graaf, De

Jongste, et al., 2011; Sandhaus et al., 2010). Moreover, since CSF

samples cannot be obtained from healthy volunteers, the methods

used to define the upper limit of 5 cells/μl as normal can be

questioned today. Even samples with normal cell counts may contain

malignant cells (Sandhaus, 2015), therefore finding a normal or low

absolute cell level does not exclude the presence of abnormal cell

populations. The absolute cell concentration ranges in CSF are con-

ventionally calculated by manual count using Levy-Neubauer or

Fuchs-Rosenthal chambers and microscopy. Even though such devices

have been used for decades, an accurate survey of their performance

disclosed unacceptably high coefficients of variation (CV%), up to

40% in the lowest cell level range. Therefore, manual counting

methods must be now considered unreliable in clinical practice and

unsuitable as the “golden standard” in statistical comparison studies

(Arber, 2017; Sandhaus, 2015). Few automated blood counters have

implemented technical options enabling the absolute counting of cells

in the low cell concentration range typical of CSF (Sandhaus, 2015;

Sandhaus et al., 2010), but the counting thresholds are still higher

than the critical clinical level, with questionable linearity below

30 cells/μl and a total lack of correlation with manual counts below

10 cells/μl (Sandhaus et al., 2010). Blood counters are unable to dis-

criminate normal from abnormal cells in CSF. Moreover, automated

blood counters used for body fluid analyses introduce background

corpuscular and electric noise, which artefactually increases the

apparent cell content.

Absolute cell level calculation using MFC and counting beads

has proved very accurate, linear and reliable down to extremely low

concentration levels, as first demonstrated with leuco-reduced

blood products and more recently also with CSF (Brando et al.,

2003; Kraan et al., 2008). Although CC remains the gold standard to

determine the WBC and erythrocytes count in the CSF it is rec-

ommended to perform the absolute cell counting by MFC among

the first analytical step in CSF studies for HM. One hundred microli-

ter of CSF are incubated with 10 μl of anti-CD45 (with any conju-

gated fluorochrome) for 20 min, and counting beads are admixed

according to manufacturer's instructions. Five hundred microliter of

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) plus 0.2% bovine serum albumin

(BSA) are then added. The MFC run should be continued until at

least 20,000 beads are acquired, indicating that around 20 μl of the

native CSF have been scanned (Figure 1). Where transport medium

or preservative such as Transfix is used, a relevant volume correc-

tion factor should be applied. The measured absolute cellularity

level in CSF also orientates the operator towards the subsequent

analytical steps. If cellularity is <1 cell/μl the subset phenotyping

may be difficult.

F IGURE 1 Absolute cell count in a native CSF sample using CD45 and counting beads (flow-count, Beckman coulter, lot 7,548,229,
997 beads/ml). The count stops when 20,000 bead singlets are collected. The calculated CD45+ absolute cell level is 30.5 cells/ml [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Recommendations

If the CD45/Side scatter and forward scatter information suggests

the presence of even very few viable intact cells, analysis may pro-

ceed, especially for follow-up samples/monitoring of known disease.

From 2 to 3 cells/μl up, especially if the CD45/Side scatter dot plot

displays a well-defined cell cluster, the cell subset phenotyping will

provide useful clinical information in most cases. On the contrary, if

the CD45/Side Scatter dot plot shows an irregularly scattered cyto-

gram, even in presence of good cell numbers the subsequent cell

phenotyping will be likely to provide artifacts and poorly informative

findings (Figure 2) (Subirá et al., 2002). This approach may be of help

in a rational decision process, also in order to save time and consum-

ables. It should be mentioned, that where blood contamination and

the red cell count requires monitoring, this may be best performed by

manual counting, since MFC does not take into account red cells.

3.1.2 | The problem of scarce cell events in CSF

Critical analysis

The cell numbers in CSF are usually low (normally <5 cells/μl) but can

vary greatly in context of reactive infiltrates and disease infiltration;

ranging from occult infiltration with absolute WBC count of 1cell/μl

to counts of over 1000 cells/μl, in cases of overt disease. In the litera-

ture, the number of total CSF leukocyte acquired was not always

specified (Benevolo et al., 2012) and varies from 50 viable cells to

100.000 leukocytes (Kraan et al., 2008; Martínez-Laperche et al.,

2013; Ranta et al., 2015). In our experience, the identification of

abnormal cells in CSF may be possible from a very low number of total

cells provided a well-designed MFC panel and analysis strategy is

applied. That said, as a general recommendation, the acquisition of at

least 1000 total events would be preferable as far as possible because

this improves the identification of abnormal populations in CSF. Con-

sidering the scarce cellularity of CSF samples, the technical prerequi-

site for CSF MFC analysis is to prepare a cell-rich sample to collect

the highest possible number of events. To achieve this goal, the sam-

ple has to be concentrated by low-speed centrifugation (300g for

4 min). Then, the pellet is resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline

(PBS) supplemented with 0.2% BSA in variable amount, depending on

the number of tubes to be prepared (100 μl/tube). One hundred

microliter of the concentrated cell suspension are incubated with the

monoclonal antibody panel of interest for 20 min in the dark.

Recommendations

Although it is not known which is the number of leukocyte events to

acquire in CSF, all efforts have to be made to process the largest num-

ber of cells. The common experience of the experts suggests that cen-

trifugation at low speed is the most efficient method. An acquisition

of at least 1000 total events is recommended to achieve an optimal

cell representation and the detectability of minor cell subsets, as a

general rule. Application of this threshold requires a certain flexibility

in presence of disease and should not be taken as a minimum number

F IGURE 2 (a) Upper row: A native
CSF sample with high debris
background. The CD45/SSC plot
showed a little but well-defined cell
cluster, with 4.2 CD45+ cells/ml level.
The decision was to proceed with cell
phenotyping. (b) Lower row: A similar
native CSF sample with dispersed cell
events in both the FSC/SSC and
CD45/SSC plots. The further
phenotyping was not performed
despite an apparent 3.2 CD45+
cells/ml level (likely artifacts) [Color
figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of cells required to allow for reporting of abnormal cells. For example,

when the majority of cells present in the sample are abnormal, a total

cell count of <20 may still be reportable.

3.2 | Time of processing, transport, and stabilizing
solutions transfix experiences

3.2.1 | Critical analysis

After sampling, the viability of CSF cells is usually short. After 2 h, the

leukocyte loss ranges in between 15% and 62% while after 24 h only

39%–60% of leukocytes remained detectable (Chow & Schmidley,

1984). In addition, the time elapsed from sampling to processing has a

differential effect on the various cell subtypes. Neutrophil counts fall

more rapidly, being 68% ± 10% (SEM) and 50% ± 12% after 1 and 2 h,

respectively, Some authors observed that lymphocyte and monocyte

numbers did not significantly decrease until 3 h from sample collec-

tion (Steele et al., 1986), whereas De Graaf, De Jongste, et al. (2011))

showed that in native CSF, approximately 50% of leukocytes and all

their subsets were lost after 1 h, both in flow cytometric and micro-

scopic counting. Various cell stabilizing methods have been used to

reduce cellular loss in CSF samples. Among the different options, the

serum-containing medium prevents cell loss and allows preservation

of CSF cells up to 5 h after sampling (De Graaf, Van Den Broek, et al.,

2011). Renshaw et al. (2013) also demonstrated that the addiction of

RPMI significantly improves the cellularity of CSF. However, CSF stor-

age tubes with serum-containing medium are not commercially avail-

able and expire after 3 months (De Jongste et al., 2014). TransFix™

(Cytomark) is a cellular stabilization reagent that contains a buffer, an

aliphatic aldehyde, and heavy metal salts. It preserves a variety of bio-

logical samples. The use of TransFix CSF storage tubes may be an

attractive alternative for cell stabilization because of their commercial

availability and longer (1 year) shelf life. De Jongste et al. (2014) pro-

spectively collected 99 CSF samples from patients with suspected or

proven HM in tubes with TransFix, serum-containing medium and no

cell-stabilizing agents. Presence of HM and absolute leukocyte num-

bers were determined by MFC after 30 min and 18 h of storage. The

authors found out that, after 18 h of storage, use of TransFix signifi-

cantly enhanced the detection of HM as compared with CSF with

serum-containing medium and CSF without cell-stabilizing agents.

Currently, it is known that the cellular component of CSF is stabilized

with TransFix for at least 72 h allowing the determination of cell sub-

populations and follow up analysis (Johansson et al., 2014). In order

to confirm that Transfix is also able to stabilize leukemic blasts,

Johansson et al. (Johansson et al., 2014) performed analysis of fresh

and Transfix stabilized CSF samples. Despite TransFix induces some

changes in light scatter features of the cells, this does not impair cell

identification. Furthermore, the authors demonstrated that the use

of Transfix preserves the expression of myeloid and lymphoid anti-

gens. (Figure 3) In the multicenter study of Thastrup et al. (2020)

Transfix tubes were used to collect CSF samples to be shipped in a

central laboratory, confirming it as a suitable reagent to stabilize CSF

cells.

3.2.2 | Recommendations

To obtain optimal results, any delay in sample transportation or pro-

cess has to be avoided. When MFC is performed locally, the CSF sam-

ple should be processed within 60 min from harvesting (De Jongste

et al., 2014; Del Principe et al., 2014). If this is not possible, we recom-

mend the use of Transfix, preferably using TransFix CSF storage

tubes. However, considering Transfix interferes with mean fluores-

cence intensity of some markers and some antigens or antigen-

fluorochrome combinations may be expressed too dimly for the analy-

sis, the antibody panel to use should be carefully designed

(U. Johansson, ESSCA Annual Meeting, Bergen 2019).

3.3 | Threshold of positivity

3.3.1 | Critical analysis

The threshold defining MFC positivity is still a matter of debate. Di

Noto et al. (2008) suggested a threshold of at least 30 events whereas

Benevolo et al. (Benevolo et al., 2012) considered as MFC positive

those samples in which a homogeneous cluster of at least 20 events

with immunophenotypic features of neoplastic lymphocytes was

detected. In an even less restrictive approach, Quijano et al. (2009)

considered a minimum of 10 events shaping a cluster, as a proof of

CNS infiltration. Subirá et al. (2001) suggested that at least 9 B-cell or

12 T-cell events are required to reach a confidence level of 95%, thus

indicating the presence of CNS disease. These results are in agree-

ment with those of Craig et al. (Craig et al., 2011) who experienced

that at least 13 clustered events displaying identical features are

required to identify a specific cell population.

3.3.2 | Recommendations

The presence of fewer than five clustered events is not regarded as

related to the presence of a specific population. In our opinion, a clus-

ter of at least 10 phenotypically abnormal events can be regarded as a

proof of CSF infiltration. Then, it is important to use a combination of

qualitative and quantitative approach. The use of a combination of

6–12 monoclonal antibodies represents a further important strategy

to increase MFC sensitivity and enhance qualitative information

achievement (Buccisano et al., 2012). Rather than defining a numerical

threshold, it might be important to take into account how the cells are

distributed in all plots (e.g., how tightly the cells are clustered) (Figure

2) and whether their characteristics profile a specific disease entity

(Craig et al., 2011). In order to minimize subjectivity in data interpreta-

tion/analysis, useful insights may be given by multiparameter displays,
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such as principal component analysis in commercially available pro-

grams (e.g., in the APS system of the Kaluza or Infinicyt programs).

3.4 | Blood contamination

3.4.1 | Critical analysis

Peripheral blood (PB) contamination due to traumatic lumbar

puncture represents a diagnostic pitfall in CSF analysis

(Schwenkenbecher et al., 2019). In ALL/AML patients, to reduce

the risk of traumatic lumbar puncture and the iatrogenic transfer

of blasts in the CSF, clinicians should perform this procedure

when the peripheral white blood cells count is below 10 × 109/L.

In a retrospective study, Szánthó et al. (2019) demonstrated that

in two groups of CSF samples, collected from ALL pediatric

patients, 45% and 24% of the samples were PB contaminated,

respectively. Moreover, a lower PB contamination (defined by

>100 erythrocytes/μl) was observed in samples stabilized with

TransFix®. Howard et al. (Howard et al., 2002) regarded lumbar

punctures as traumatic when the CSF contained at least 10 eryth-

rocytes/μl since this degree of blood contamination was associ-

ated with a worse prognosis. The count of CSF erythrocyte is a

quick tool to evaluate the presence of blood contamination even

in absence of information about PB, as proposed by Kraan

et al. (2008) Blood counters are able to accurately determine the

F IGURE 3 Comparison of native and Transfix™-treated sample. A CSF sample from an undiagnosed pediatric patient, querying acute
leukemia, was analyzed immediately upon arrival in the laboratory (within 60 min of lumbar puncture). An aliquot of the sample was placed in
Transfix ™ and analyzed after 72 h storage in fridge. The examples show the fresh (left hand panel) and preserved (right hand panel) samples
labeled with a monoclonal antibody cocktail designed to identify all white blood cells in the sample. Acquisition was on a BD FACS canto; data
were analyzed using FACSDiva software. The gating strategy started with time versus CD45, followed by a gate around singlet events in a plot of
FSC-area versus FSC-height (not shown). A non-debris gate was then set as shown in the top left plot in each panel, from which all other gates
were set. Transfix treated samples regularly have reduced forward light scatter of white cells, and side light scatter may be increased. The median

fluorescence intensity is usually reduced for most reagents used, however, the ability to separate positive from negative cells is normally not
problematic. Nonetheless careful pre-evaluation of monoclonal antibody panels to be used of preserved samples is advised [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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erythrocyte count above 50 events, but below this threshold

sensitivity may substantially drop so that manual counting should

be preferred. The PB contamination can be first of all evaluated

visually (Arber, 2017), to decide a lysing treatment. Moreover,

even after lysing, some residual erythrocytes can remain with

presence of CD45-negative/SSC low events, and white cells rep-

roducing the PB CD45/SSC pattern (Figure 4).

In our opinion, the parallel analysis of CSF and PB helps

addressing the issue of CSF blood contamination and request to

receive either CSF or PB sample for a simultaneous assessment

sounds reasonable. In fact, in PB contaminated CSF samples, detec-

tion of a population of lymphomatous cells is only diagnostic of CNS

involvement if these cells are not detected in PB.

3.4.2 | Recommendations

In order to evaluate CSF sample quality, assessment of PB contamina-

tion is required. In NHL, this information is useful to determine if the

identified neoplastic population is present only in CSF or also in the

PB. If occult CSF disease is detected in an apparently contaminated

sample and it is present also in PB, the CSF result should be inter-

preted with caution as the true status of the CSF may be disease neg-

ative. On the other hand, if MFC detects in CSF a population of

lymphocytes much higher than its counterpart in PB, this could sug-

gest a CNS disease, but it needs to be backed up by laboratory/radio-

logic information and overall clinical picture. It is important to mention

that in acute leukemia the presence of blasts in CSF at diagnosis,

whatever the reason (genuine disease localization or iatrogenic trans-

fer), it is by itself associated with high risk of CNS relapse and should

be described accordingly.

3.5 | Monoclonal antibody panels

For the detection of CNS involvement, MFC depends on the analysis

of aberrant antigen expression and/or light chain restriction. Popov

et al. (2019) used a 4–6 color antibody combination based on

immunophenotype of leukemic cells as determined at initial blast cells

characterization including CD19/CD10/CD34/CD45 for the majority

of BCP-ALL and CD7/CD3/CD5/CD2/CD99/CD45 for T-ALL. In B-

ALL, a similar combination was used by Cancela et al. (2017). Recently,

2871 CSF samples from 357 adult ALL were retrospectively analyzed.

The antibody panel included the followings: CD19, CD10, CD34,

CD38, CD20, CD58, CD33, and CD45 for B-lineage commitment and

CD3, CD99, CD5, CD2, CD7, CD8, CD56, and CD45 for T-lineage

commitment. Using these panels, 26 (7.3%) CSF samples resulted

MFC positive and CC negative (occult CNS disease) (Gong et al.,

2018). A 6–8 antibody panel, drawn to replicate the same

immunophenotype as in the bone marrow at diagnosis, was applied

for detection of CNS involvement in ALL pediatric patients by Ranta

et al. (Ranta et al., 2015) Of 214 patients, 20 showed MFC positivity

(in 17 cases MFC alone). In NHL, a minimum three-color panel (CD45,

CD19 or CD20, CD3 or kappa or lambda) or 4-colors (CD19 or CD10

or CD5 [according to the patient's history], CD45, CD3, or kappa,

CD20 or lambda) allowed to detect the presence of an abnormal pat-

tern of antigen expression and light chain restriction in 18 of

174 patients (Benevolo et al., 2012). Wilson et al. (Wilson et al., 2014)

applying the “International Working Group on Flow Cytometry Immu-

nophenotyping of the CSF” (Kraan et al., 2008) identified clonal neo-

plastic cells by the presence of a restricted surface light chain

expression, whereas in case of malignant cells lacking light chain

expression, the diagnosis should rely on the abnormal B cell pheno-

type concordant with the primary tumors. In our experience, the

F IGURE 4 Two examples of blood contamination of the CSF. After lysing, some residual erythrocytes (RBC) can remain with presence of
CD45-negative/SSC low events, and white cells reproducing the peripheral blood CD45/SSC pattern (b) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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leukemic associated phenotypes identified in bone marrow or in PB at

the time of AML diagnosis enabled us to detect leukemic cells infil-

trating the CSF (Table 3). Furthermore, the Euroflow eight-color anti-

body panels (Van Dongen et al., 2012), designed for diagnosis and

classification of HM, can be used on CSF samples. These panels,

based on backbone markers, allow to distinguish between normal/

reactive vs. abnormal/neoplastic cells in CSF samples and to deter-

mine the WHO disease category of abnormal/neoplastic cells

(Langerak et al., 2012). However, the EuroFlow “small sample tube”
designed to CSF study include CD20, CD4, CD45, CD56, CD19, CD3,

CD14, CD38, kappa/CD8, and lambda/CD56, while CD34 is not pre-

sent. A “have to explain all events” strategy with eight or more color

antibody panel could be useful to investigate the first diagnostic CSF

especially in the absence of PB/bone marrow samples or of compre-

hensive information about the patient.

3.5.1 | Recommendations

The staining panel have to be designed in accordance with the clinical

reason for testing and the underlying disease (Figure 5). Considering

the low CSF cellularity and low volume of sample, 6–9 or more colors

combinations are recommended to make the MFC analysis as infor-

mative as possible. We confirmed the Kraan's suggestion, antibodies

to cytoplasmic antigens may be employed, but the further cell loss

associated with intracellular staining limits its use to selected cases

where this information is essential to reach a diagnostic conclusion

(Kraan et al., 2008).

4 | INTERPRETATION OF MFC FINDINGS

In addition to HM, several pathological conditions are associated with

neurological signs or symptoms, such as bacterial or viral meningitides,

encephalitis, multiple sclerosis, and so forth. In these inflammatory

conditions, the increased CSF cellularity is typically due to a raise of

mature, reactive T cells, mainly T CD4+ lymphocytes. While MFC

characterization in these non-malignant conditions does not imply

changes in the clinical management, the detection of abnormal cell

populations suggestive of an occult diagnosis of HM may rarely occur.

Of the 255 CSF samples, Kovach et al. (2014) observed MFC abnor-

malities in 17/137 (12%) patients with prior HM and in only 1/118

(1%) patient with no known history of HM and who had CSF sampling

for neurological symptoms. The latter was a sample with pleocytosis

in which MFC showed a small population of B cells with increased for-

ward scatter (large cell size) lacking surface immunoglobulin light chain

expression. In normal CSF, B cells are absent or very few (De Graaf,

Sillevis Smitt, et al., 2011). The very presence of a sizable B cell popu-

lation could indicate a localization of HM, provided that a B cell con-

tamination from PB is excluded. This observation could avoid the

need of a clonality study in CFS. B cell clonality can be very difficult

to determine if B cells are scarce. To increase the assay specificity, it

is therefore important to rely on multiparameter analysis, taking

advantage from abnormal B cell phenotype.

4.1 | Recommendations

In order to reduce costs and turnaround time, MFC analysis of CSF

samples should be restricted to patients with a known HM or prior

history of HM or, in the absence of this condition, only to hyper-

cellular CSF samples of unclear etiology, in which bacterial meningitis

has been excluded. For CSF samples with no HM history, the antibody

panel should allow the identification of reactive cells and of neoplastic

cells of possible non-hemopoietic lineage. Once identified the popula-

tion of interest, further characterization may be carried on with addi-

tional tubes, if appropriate. In this view, a close collaboration between

clinicians and laboratory operators is strongly recommended.

5 | REPORTING

Reports on CSF analysis should be organized to allow clinicians draw-

ing clear-cut conclusions. On the other hand, clinicians should be

TABLE 3 Monoclonal antibody panels for CSF evaluation

FLUOROCHROMES FITC PE PERCPCy5.5

PE

CY7 APC APC CY7 V450 V500

Unknown CD8 + lambda CD56 + kappa CD14 CD19 CD34 CD3 or CD22 CD33 CD45

ALL B Lineage (Del Principe

et al., 2019 (Online ahead of print))

CD10 CD22 or CD58 CD38 CD19 CD34 CD20 - CD45

ALL T Lineage (Del Principe

et al., 2019 (Online ahead of print))

CD7 or CD2a CD99 CD3 CD4 CD1a CD8 CD5 CD45

AMLb CD15 CD117 CD7 CD13 CD34 HLA-DR CD33 CD45

CD64 CD11b CD14 CD4 CD34 HLA-DR CD33 CD45

Abbreviations: ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; APC, allophycocyanin; APCCy7, allophycocyanin cyanine-7.; FITC,

fluorescein Isothiocyanate; PE, phycoerythrin; PECy7, phycoerythrin cyanine-7; PERCP Cy5.5, petidinin chlorophyll protein cyanine 5.5.
aCD2-FITC may be weakened after TransFix (Johansson-unpublished observation).
bCD33, CD34, CD45 are our backbone, while other fluorescence are defined by leukemia associated immunophenotype (Subirá et al., 2001). If there is a

non-overlapping phenotype at the onset, a second tube, with the same backbone, can be added.
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trained and sensitized to indicate clear reasons for testing and to pro-

vide clinical details (i.e., suspected or diagnosed disease, treatment

and clinical timepoint, etc.).

5.1 | Recommendations

Mandatory section of the reports should be:

1. Quality and quantity of the sample: Describe appearance, visible

blood contamination, time from sampling to delivery (if available),

and any other unfavorable preanalytical condition.

2. Sample absolute cell level and light scatter features, coincidence

levels, stability of fluidics, and patterns of internal controls, if available.

3. Quantitation of the abnormal population. Dealing with scarce

event analysis, in case the abnormal population size is reported at

cluster of 10 events or below: the number of total and clean

acquired events should be reported. The usage of a univocal defi-

nition (cells or events) is recommended.

4. Qualitative description of the abnormal population: This should

include a text summary of the phenotype and light scatter charac-

teristics. Normal/abnormal antigen expression intensities

(e.g., weak/moderate/strong) and maturation/expression patterns

should be indicated.

5. The statement may differ according to whether only MFC or also

cytology information is available. The statement may as “consis-
tent with manifest CNS disease” (CC + MFC+) or as “consistent
with occult CNS disease” (CC-MFC+). However, the interpretation

of results should, when possible, take the full clinicopathological

picture into consideration.

6 | FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

Considering that the diagnosis of CNS infiltration is not always

straightforward, the harmonization of MFC approach across flow

cytometry laboratories may improve the overall diagnostic contribu-

tion of MFC. This could also help the evaluation and comparison of

data from different centers, also allowing to have more precise infor-

mation regarding the incidence of CNS involvement of HM and its

characteristics. The recommendations presented herein could provide

a first step forward.

Furthermore, MFC could have the role not only to diagnose the

CNS involvement in HM but also to evaluate the quality of response

F IGURE 5 A concentrated CSF sample from a mantle cell lymphoma patient, with 31 CD45+ cells/ml, stained with an eight-color LST tube
(Becton Dickinson). (a) Cell capture. (b) Clean CD45+ cell selection (843 events). (c) Gating of CD3+ T cells. (d) Dissection of T (92%), B (7%,
59 events) and NK (1%) lymphocytes. (e) Expression of surface Ig light chains on B cells (lambda+95%, 56 events). (f) sLambda+ B cells
coexpressing CD20 and CD5 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of intrathecal therapy. In other words, the level of disease detected

could drive the number of therapeutic lumbar punctures to schedule.

In this respect, it will be important to define clear-cut cell thresholds

to achieve to reduce the risk of CNS relapse and to avoid excess of

neurotoxicity.

Finally, some authors (Bobillo et al., 2020 (Online ahead of print))

suggested that cell free DNA (cfDNA) analysis is a more sensitive

technique for detecting CSF disease, than MFC. However, we assume

that, where cfDNA analysis is applied to detect CNS disease (as occult

or for monitoring) flow provides the additional certainty of a general

cell differentiation (to help see if a high cell count is due to reactive

infiltration). A false positive cfDNA result in context of hemodilution

should also be considered, here, simultaneous analysis of CSF and

blood by MFC should be used.
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